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1. "Shared Object's Decompiler" - decode
and decompile the flash "SharedObjects"
format. 2. "SOLCookie's Decompiler" -

decode and decompile the save file format
used by flash to save its cookie (the
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SharedObjects). 3. "SOLReader Crack
Keygen Plugin" - is a plugin that use the
"SharedObject's Decompiler" to decode
flash cookies.The plugin can be used also

as a standalone application. The
application gives you the possibility to

manage, edit and modify the flash objects
and even to generate new files that can be

saved and used from the "SOLReader
Application". SOLReader can decode: -
AMF0 SharedObjects (using AMF3.0

Decoder) - AMF3 SharedObjects (using
AMF3.0 Decoder) - AMF3 SharedObjects

(using AMF3.0 Decoder) - AMF0
SharedObjects (using AMF3.0 Decoder) -

AMF3 SharedObjects (using AMF3.0
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Decoder) - AMF3 SharedObjects (using
AMF2.0 Decoder) - AMF3 SharedObjects

(using AMF2.0 Decoder) - AMF2
SharedObjects (using AMF2.0 Decoder)

SOLReader can decompile: - AMF0
SharedObjects (using AMF3.0

Decompiler) - AMF3 SharedObjects
(using AMF3.0 Decompiler) - AMF3

SharedObjects (using AMF3.0
Decompiler) - AMF0 SharedObjects
(using AMF3.0 Decompiler) - AMF3

SharedObjects (using AMF3.0
Decompiler) - AMF3 SharedObjects
(using AMF2.0 Decompiler) - AMF3

SharedObjects (using AMF2.0
Decompiler) - AMF2 SharedObjects
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(using AMF2.0 Decompiler) SOLReader
can recompile: - AMF0 SharedObjects

(using AMF3.0 Compiler) - AMF3
SharedObjects (using AMF3.0 Compiler)

- AMF3 SharedObjects (

SOLReader Crack License Code & Keygen Free

A macro is a special type of Local
Variable that is set inside a method.
KeyMACROs are used by the Flash

compiler to avoid compile-time errors and
optimize code size. KeyMACROs have a
fixed number of properties. Properties set
a key variable value and also can be sent
by value as parameters to methods. Flash
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Developers use KeyMACROs when they
want to have a value available to a method
without having to manually declare it as a

parameter. KeyMACRO Properties: 1.
value: The KeyMACROs Property can be

used to access and modify the
KeyMACRO's value. The type of the
property will be a Variable (VAR or

LOCAL or PROCEDURE). 2. type: The
KeyMACRO Property can be used to
access and modify the KeyMACRO's
type. The type of the property will be

either MACRO or OBJECT. 3.
methodName: The KeyMACRO Property

can be used to access and modify the
KeyMACRO's Method Name. The
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methodName of the property will be the
name of the method that contains the

KeyMACRO. Sample code: Shared.Local
VarMethod(“myKeyMACROName”); Sha
red.LocalVarMethod(“myKeyMACRONa

me”, “hi”);
Shared.Method(“myKeyMACROName”,
“hi”); Shared.ClassProperty(“myKeyMAC
ROName”, “hi”); Shared.ClassMethod(“m
yKeyMACROName”); Shared.ClassMeth
od(“myKeyMACROName”, “hi”); Shared.
LocalVar(“myKeyMACROName”); Share

d.LocalVar(“myKeyMACROName”,
“hi”);

Shared.Variable(“myKeyMACROName”,
“hi”);
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Shared.Array(“myKeyMACROName”);
Shared.Array(“myKeyMACROName”,

“hi”);
Shared.Sub(“myKeyMACROName”,

“hi”);
Shared.Function(“myKeyMACROName”,

“hi”); Shared. 77a5ca646e
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SOLReader Crack +

This code will decompile any flash file
into an as3 class and all its members. The
decompilation process is written in a
scripting language (as3). If you are
working on a flash project, this utility can
be a great help, especially when it comes
to debugging and understanding the
project. It will decompile the entire file
and will show you every saved variable, its
class type and its value. Shared Obbject
Reader supports both AMF0 and AMF3
SharedObject file formats. On XP
machine the path to all the.sol file is
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something like this: C:Documents and
Settings{username}Application
DataMacromediaFlash Player But Note
that the "Apllication Data" path name
depends also on your SO language. In fact,
on italian Windows XP the path is:
C:Documents and
Settings{uswrname}Dati
applicazioniMacromediaFlash Player This
folder is hidden by default by the system
too, so you need to allow hidden folder
view from your OS settings. Description:
This code will decompile any flash file
into an as3 class and all its members. The
decompilation process is written in a
scripting language (as3). If you are
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working on a flash project, this utility can
be a great help, especially when it comes
to debugging and understanding the
project. It will decompile the entire file
and will show you every saved variable, its
class type and its value. Shared Obbject
Reader supports both AMF0 and AMF3
SharedObject file formats. On XP
machine the path to all the.sol file is
something like this: C:Documents and
Settings{username}Application
DataMacromediaFlash Player But Note
that the "Apllication Data" path name
depends also on your SO language. In fact,
on italian Windows XP the path is:
C:Documents and
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Settings{uswrname}Dati
applicazioniMacromediaFlash Player This
folder is hidden by default by the system
too, so you need to allow hidden folder
view from your OS settings. Description:
This code will decompile any flash file
into an as3 class and all its members. The
decompilation process is written in a
scripting language (as3). If you are
working on a flash project, this utility can
be a great help, especially when it comes
to debugging and understanding the
project. It will decompile the entire file
and will show

What's New In SOLReader?
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System Requirements For SOLReader:

Windows® 7, Vista, or XP with Service
Pack 2 or later. DirectX® 9 graphics card
with Shader Model 3.0 CPU of at least 2.0
GHz Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon 2.4 GHz
GPU of at least 200 MB RAM and a
Video RAM of at least 2 GB A minimum
of 2 GB of disk space Emulation System
Requirements: Windows® XP or later. PC
hardware with minimum requirements as
listed above. CPU: Pent
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